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”
If your actions inspire others to dream more,

learn more, do more and become more,

YOU ARE A LEADER.
“

- John Quincy Adams
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Welcome to another edition of GAVS Pulse.  This 
edition brings you blogs on some of the emerging 
technologies. 

A few years ago, we had this huge gap between 
technology and the people actually using it in their 
lives, but technology is getting easier and easier to 
use, and it is no more for the geeks and techno 
futurists.  The convenience of use makes the 
young and the old reach out to the latest 
technology to enrich /ease their lives. 

We have reached a world where technology 
enables people to stay at home and continue 
doing things that they need to do, with much less 
effort.  It should soon reach ubiquity – homes, 
offices, gardens, skies, interplanetary spaces, we 
owe it to technology as it unites us better and 
stronger.

Sourav has written on Brain-Computer Interface, 
and Software defined security, Anish on Bitcoin 
mining, Shalini on Conversational Systems, 
Vignesh on Beacon Technology, and I chose to 
write on Blockchain.  

It came as a pleasant coincidence when our guest 
writers Sohan and Paulami chose to write about 
leaders, so we have three perspectives on leaders 
– Sohan has written on How to differentiate 
between a great leader and a 'tagged' leader?, 
and Paulami on   ‘Is there a leader in you?’, and I 
decided to write on 'A leader through the team's 
eyes'.

Josh from our Princeton office has written
‘I AM GAVS – Respect, Integrity, Trust, Empathy', 
the values that drive every GAVSian.  He so has 
our pulse right when he writes that the passion 
and motivation that is conveyed by every GAVSian 
is infectious!  

Our Denver office sent us a clip on 'Leaders' as 
well – a beautiful story narrated by the ex-
president of India, Late. Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam. 
 
Sreeja captures the spirit of every Tamilian and 
what we went through during the 'Jallikattu' 
protests we had here in Tamil Nadu recently.  It 
was a truly awesome movement run by the 
millennials for almost a week, carried out with 
absolute calm in true Gandhian spirit of non-
violence. 

The Reading Lounge touches on forgotten classics 
this time, and Art by El Greco, Paul Gauguin, and 
Edouard Manet.

Happy Reading...

Bindu Vijayan
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GAVS was at TechReady, the bi-annual 
Microsoft-Internal technical training and 
readiness event for Microsoft's Worldwide 
Technical community.  It was a good 
opportunity for GAVS to connect with the 
Microsoft technical communities with a deep 
level of Azure knowledge, to showcase GAVS' 
solutions - Zero Incident Framework (ZIF) and 
GAVel.

GAVS at TechReady24 Cloud and
Enterprise ISV Expo 2016

GAVS was a Silver Sponsor at Future Decoded, 
a tech-business convention by Microsoft, in 
Mumbai (Feb 21-22) at JW Marriott Mumbai 
Sahar.

Future Decoded was Microsoft's Annual 
Enterprise event in India attended by over 
1000+ CEOs and CXOs. With the focus on 
disruptive innovation, the sessions showcased 
how to engage customers, empower 
employees, optimize business and transform 
products to stay ahead of the curve.

GAVS had the opportunity to showcase GAVel, 
and ZIF at the event.

GAVS was a Silver Sponsor at
Future Decoded, Microsoft's Annual
Enterprise event in India

HIMSS 2017

GAVS participated at the 
2017 HIMSS Conference 
and Exhibition at Orlando 
from Feb 19 – 23. We 
showcased GAVel and ZIF 
and it was good to see 
how our NexGen 
offerings were grabbing 
interest.
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The brain-computer interface: say goodbye to
your private thoughts

‘You know something? The field of medicine will be indebted to that guy when he donates his brain for 
studies’-my close friend and former colleague said with a smirk on his face, pointing to his former 
boss. ‘For the first time in history, scientists will hook up his brain to the computer and 
discover…nothing! His brain will be the first human brain specimen to be found completely empty!’

They'll simply scan your brain and either see that 
you were actually listening and paying attention 
and have learned something, or find that you've 
just spent the last 5 days goofing off chatting on 
WhatsApp and browsing cat videos on YouTube. 
In which case you'll probably be given a 
promotion. No more undergoing tedious 
assessments and certifications by paying even 
more dollars! Parents will no longer need worry 
about their teenagers anymore. A simple query 
into their brain will reveal whether they spent 
their time studying or doing the usual teenager-y 
stuff that teenagers usually do. Husbands and 
wives, partners and couples need no longer 
worry about the fidelity of their significant 
others. All they need to do is plug in their spouse 
into the socket, and the truth shall reveal itself!

Between guffaws and chuckles, we realized that 
what we thought of as comical could just end up 
being a reality very soon. I, for one, am looking 
forward to that day with baited breath. As I see 
it, this brain computer interface will simplify our 
lives to a great extent. Just imagine, the next time 
you ask your significant other the quintessential 
question: ‘So what do you want to eat?’ you no 
longer need be content with the traditional 
answer: ‘I don't know’! All you need to do in that 
case is jam the sensor of the brain computer 
interface thingy into his/her brain, and extract 
the answer! The next time your company sends 
you on a week-long training program by spending 
hundreds of thousands of dollars, they won't 
need to force you to undergo an assessment! 
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BCI creates a new non-muscular channel for 
relaying a person's intentions to external devices 
such as computers, speech synthesizers, assistive 
appliances, and neural prostheses. That is 
particularly attractive for individuals with severe 
motor disabilities. Such an interface would 
improve their quality of life and would, at the 
same time, reduce the cost of intensive care. A 
BCI is also an artificial intelligence system that 
can recognize a certain set of patterns in brain 
signals following five consecutive stages: signal 
acquisition, preprocessing or signal 
enhancement, feature extraction, classification, 
and the control interface. The signal acquisition 
stage captures the brain signals and may also 
perform noise reduction and artifact processing. 
The preprocessing stage prepares the signals in a 
suitable form for further processing. The feature 
extraction stage identifies discriminative 
information in the brain signals that have been 
recorded. Once measured, the signal is mapped 
onto a vector containing effective and 
discriminant features from the observed signals.

Now, the extraction of this interesting 
information is a very challenging task. Brain 
signals are mixed with other signals coming from 
a finite set of brain activities that overlap in both 
time and space.

If you catch my drift, this Brain-Computer 
interface is going to revolutionize our lives. Over 
the last few decades research into 
brain–computer interfaces (BCIs), which allow 
direct communication between the brain and an 
external device such a computer or prosthetic, 
has skyrocketed. A Brain Computer Interface 
(BCI) has numerous definitions, but the common 
elements found among all the definitions are as 
follows:

       They come in the form of a system of 
       hardware and software.

       The hardware system captures or acquires 
       signals from the brain.

      The software component of the system 
       records and analyzes these signals.

The software translates these signals into 
commands and then sends them to hardware 
devices that execute actions for a specific 
purpose, like a robotic arm. It can also 
communicate with another system such as a VR 
or AR system. Specifically, BCI enables humans to 
interact with their surroundings, without the 
involvement of peripheral nerves and muscles, by 
using control signals generated from 
electroencephalographic activity.

 Moreover, the signal is not usually 
stationary and may also be 
distorted by artifacts such as 
electromyography (EMG) or 
electrooculography (EOG). The 
feature vector must also be of a 
low dimension, in order to reduce 
feature extraction stage 
complexity, but without relevant 
information loss. The classification 
stage classifies the signals taking 
the feature vectors into account. 
The choice of good discriminative 
features is therefore essential to 
achieve effective pattern 
recognition, in order to decipher 
the user's intentions. 
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When the cat is finally out of the bag, it is 
discovered that your problem is a lot more severe 
than you've been letting everyone believe. 
Apparently, you've been faking a headache all 
along just because you wanted to get out of the 
office early! Because your boss was giving you a 
hard time! And you had no idea that someone 
could just plug a machine into your head and 
figure out that you are a lying scam artist just 
because you don't seem to get along with your 
boss! But you didn't know that such thoughts 
could even be read by such a machine! A 
machine that is, quite literally, capable of being 
an omniscient mind reader! And if you're 
thinking hah, it won't work all the time as they 
will have to plug some jack into my brain to be 
able to read it, and I won't let them, just wait for 
it! Initially we knew that electricity couldn't be 
transferred through air, right? And now look 
where we are with wireless charging! Believe me, 
if they can crack a brain-computer interface that 
can read your thoughts through some form of 
mechanical device connected to a wire, they will 
find a way to make it work wirelessly as well!

But should someone else be able to read our 
inner most thoughts at will, on demand? The 
morality of such a machine remains to be judged. 
No doubts, there are some spectacular outcomes 
which can be achieved through such a machine. 
Improving the quality of life for people with 
Motor skill impairment, neuromuscular disorders 
etc. is just one of possible use cases where the 
BCI will assist us greatly. While the field of BCI is 
no longer in its infancy, how far BCI technology 
will go and how useful it will be depend on future 
research developments. But one thing we can be 
sure of, unequivocally, is that the future looks 
extremely promising when it comes to finding 
out what your spouse wants to have for dinner.

BCI technology has traditionally been 
unattractive for serious scientific investigation. 
The idea of successfully deciphering thoughts or 
intentions by means of brain activity has often 
been rejected in the past as very strange and 
remote. Hence investigation in the field of brain 
activity has usually been limited to the analysis of 
neurological disorders in the clinic or to the 
exploration of brain functions in the laboratory.

However, this context has undergone radical 
change over the last two decades. BCI research, 
which was confined to only three groups 20 years 
ago and only six to eight groups 10 years ago, is 
now a flourishing field with more than 100 active 
research groups all over the world studying the 
topic. Successful studies on brain signal 
phenomena have lent further weight to these 
advances. The development of more and more 
inexpensive computer hardware and software 
has allowed more sophisticated online analysis. 
Put all this together and it's clear that the future 
of BCI is extremely promising. In my opinion, it 
won't be long before we will be able to plug our 
brains into a computer, upload and download our 
thoughts, visualize our dreams, control machines 
and software using just our thoughts.

Sure, it poses a question about the morality of 
such a machine. For example, giving it access to a 
human brain means giving it access to the sacred 
pool of thoughts that are ours and ours alone to 
bear witness. Just imagine the consequences of 
having such a machine! OK, you're in the 
hospital, screaming and shouting bloody murder, 
because of a headache you've been having all the 
time. 

Regular diagnosis isn't helping and neither are 
pills. You've already exhausted the supply of pain 
killers at the local pharmacy, and banging your 
head against the wall only seems to amplify the 
pain! So finally the doctors decide that it's time 
to plug your brain into the BCI and figure out 
what the hell is wrong. And when they do, 
surprise surprise!

Sourav Bhattacharya



The technology could be the answer to the near 
gridlocks faced by organizations and financial 
systems in maintaining and coordinating 
transactions while being able to maintain 
scrupulous functioning.  It would bring 
unprecedented standards to various systems, 
bringing rigor and discipline into trading and other 
cross-border activities.

The technology's architecture is open and shared; 
volunteers across the globe maintain its core 
software.  Blocks get created which contains the 
entire sequence of previous transactions, and 
miners with massive computing powers compete to 
validate the block. Each block is contained in a 
secure and synchronized ledger and is time-
stamped with a digital block seal.  The technology 
makes the system difficult to intercept because it 
demands having to go through all the blocks 
previously used, and across computers spread 
throughout the world.  It avoids disparate ledger 
systems vulnerable to errors and misinterpretation, 
reduces cost of transactions and eliminates 
problems of reconciling transactions across ledgers. 
In a traditional scenario, for e.g. the banking sector, 
they charge anywhere between 10 to 20% to send 
money to another country, whereas with 
blockchain, these service charges are entirely done 
away with, and trust is established by clever codes! 
Let's take another example – a stock transaction 
executed within seconds online takes perhaps as 
long as a week for the settlement; for the stock 
ownership transfer. This is because the parties are 
working with different ledgers and establishing that 
an asset is owned and eligible to be transferred 
takes time, it does not happen automatically.  The 
system calls for intermediaries to act as guarantors 
of assets, and the transaction record has to move 
from one organization to the other for the ledgers 
to be updated individually. 

There are companies governed completely by 
blockchain; all of its operations like corporate 
governance, investments, payments and so on, are 
all done through code. DAO (Decentralized 
Autonomous Org) is one such company.

Every business is thinking, talking, and moving 
toward digital transformation, and we know how 
its time has arrived when we witness even 
traditional manufacturing industries, like the 
diamond industry for example, is keeping with the 
times and digitizing operations - their stones are 
being traced right from the diamond mines up till 
the time it is bought by consumers.  It helps 
identify conflict diamonds and other frauds that 
might creep into the system.  

Digitization helps organizations to be better 
equipped to track their products through complex 
networks of supply chain. 

Blockchain technology was introduced in 2008 as 
part of the proposal of bitcoin, a virtual currency 
that does not need a central authority to issue 
currency.  Blockchain functions as an open, shared 
ledger which records transactions between parties 
in complete transparent, instantaneous, and 
verifiable ways. Changes entered into one copy 
simultaneously gets updated in all the other copies, 
with no need for intercessors at any point in time.    
It works as a sole version of truth for various users 
across nations and communities.  All contracts and 
data would be stored digitally, available to users 
across shared databases with the advantage of it 
being entirely tamper proof.  The technology brings 
forth a system with improved security and data 
portability.  It enables smart contracts, change and 
transfer of ownership, transactions in real-time, 
and for funds to be released to the seller as soon as 
the transfer is completed. 

Blockchain would impact our economic system and 
create a whole new foundation for the society once 
the technology is completely adopted. 
Governments and nations are built by contracts 
and records, and transactions are the backbone of 
our economic system, and we have a steadfast 
technology in blockchain to regulate and establish 
advanced administrative control as we keep up 
with digital transformation.

Blockchain
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Adopting the technology would eventually do away 
with many third party bodies our society currently 
holds as mediators of trust – like bankers, lawyers 
and so on.  It will reshape economies as it would 
provide capabilities to penetrate deep rooted 
societal and economic problems like money 
laundering, etc.  

Currently companies are using the technology in 
relatively small packages, as single-use applications 
that minimize risk.  Tech experts suggest one way 
of adopting the technology is to introduce virtual 
currency into the payment mechanism. It will result 
in Finance and Accounting, Sales and Marketing 
and other functions subsequently build blockchain 
capability.  Amazon, Microsoft and even some 
startups provide blockchain services, which makes 
testing single use applications within organizations 
easy as they struggle to reconcile multiple internal 
databases. 

Consumer products and Manufacturing seem most 
bullish about the technology; statistics say 42% are 
planning to invest above $5 million this year.  TMT 
(technology, media and telecommunications) stand 
at 27%, and the financial services at 23%.  
Healthcare and life sciences have aggressive 
deployment plans with about 35% companies 
planning to deploy the technology this year.

With IoT, AR and more and more technologies 
integrating into our smart phones, we will have to 
collectively depend more on a technology like 
blockchain to serve as a strong and cohesive source 
of support. Blockchain is believed to be the biggest 
invention after the internet. The technology implies 
honor in its design, prescribing to the concept of 
the algorithm being better than any system built by 
humans through its sheer efficiency and 
effectiveness.   The technology is digitization going 
democratic… 

These companies have their operations functioning 
through a series of contracts in motion by a 
software that sits on blockchain technology. In such 
organizations, anyone can join, participate, raise 
funds... The concept is truly revolutionary to say 
the least, with no Board of Directors or Chairman 
or CEO who rule, all the ruling and governing is 
done by the code! The Wall Street Journal has 
called the DAO one of the best capitalized fin-tech 
startups due to the $100 million it has raised so far. 

Let's take another example - autonomous cars are 
becoming a reality and a part of IoT, and we would 
want them to be completely tamper proof, right?  
This is where a technology like blockchain again 
becomes a powerful tool, its distributed ledger can 
be used to monitor a vehicle's operating system 
and its multiple sensors that go to make an 
autonomous car.  It's configuration can be checked 
for tampering. In the entertainment industry, 
'music making' has bought into the technology -  
removing middlemen makes it more viable for 
artists. It's song tracking, digital registration, data 
back to artists increases earnings for artists.

The technology needs to be adopted by everyone 
in the chain; coordinating the ecosystem - 
governments, consumers, legal organizations, etc., 
is by itself going to be quite a drawn out process. 
It's success will of course be dependent on its 
business use cases, the higher the number and 
collaboration among the diverse businesses across 
the ecosystem, the higher its value as a technology.  
Some of the big names in the financial sector like 
NYSE, Bank of America, Standard Chartered are in 
the process of testing the technology to replace 
manual transactions in foreign exchange, trade 
finance, etc. The Bank of Canada is testing CAD coin 
as its digital currency for interbank transfers. 
Nasdaq is working with a blockchain infrastructure 
provider for processing and validating their 
financial transactions.

There are several blockchain applications currently, 
for eg. 'smart contracts'.  The application 
automates transfer of currency and payments once 
negotiated conditions between parties are met.  It 
can transfer payment to a supplier once the 
committed delivery is completed.  Deliveries are 
tracked and payments triggered in the most 
efficient and fastest manner. 

Bindu Vijayan



What is Bitcoin mining?
Bitcoin operates as a peer to peer network. This 
means that everyone who uses bitcoin has a tiny 
fraction of the bank of bitcoin.

But where does the bitcoin come from?
With paper money the government decides 
when to print money. Bitcoin doesn't have a 
central government. With Bitcoin, miners use a 
special mining software which solves the bitcoin 
algorithm or specifically, math problems and are 
issued a certain number of bitcoins in exchange. 
This provides a smart way to issue currency and 
also creates an incentive for more people to 
mine. And since miners are required to approve 
bitcoin transactions, more miners mean a more 
secure network.

Bitcoin blockchain mining

The bitcoin network automatically changes the 
difficulty of the math problems depending on 
how fast they are being solved. In the early days 
bitcoin miners solved them with the processors 
in their computers. Soon, miners discovered that 
graphics cards used for gaming are much better 
suited to this kind of math. As graphics cards are 
faster, they use a whole lot of energy and 
generate large amount of heat. The first 
commercial bitcoin product included chips which 
were reprogrammed for mining bitcoins.

These chips were faster but still power hungry. 
This resulted in creation of ASIC (Application 
specific integrated circuit chips) which are 
designed specifically for bitcoin mining. ASIC 
technology has made bitcoin mining even faster 
while using less power. As the popularity of 
bitcoin increases, more miners join the network 
making it more difficult for individuals to solve 
the math problems. To overcome this, miners 
have developed a way to work together in pools 
(Pool mining). This combines the work of many 
miners towards a common goal. Pools of miners 
find faster solutions than their individual 
members and each miner is rewarded 
proportionate to the amount of work he/she 
provides.

Mining is an important and integral part of 
bitcoin that ensures fairness while keeping the 
bitcoin network stable, safe and secure.

How does it look like to be a bitcoin miner?
Bitcoin miners specifically use the below hashing 
algorithm process to encrypt data. 

Pre-Req: The SHA 256 Hash Function
Stands for ‘Secure Hash Algorithm.’
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The proof-of-work involves scanning for a value 
that when hashed, such as with a SHA-256, the 
hash begins with a number of zero bits.

For our timestamp network, we implement the 
proof-of-work by incrementing a 'nonce' in the 
block until a value is found that gives the block's 
hash the required zero bits. 

To build a timestamp server
Each timestamp includes the previous timestamp 
in its hash, forming a chain, with each additional 
timestamp reinforcing the ones before it.

When you work on Pool mining and to let anyone 
contribute based on how much they work/hash, 
it is estimated by a concept termed POW (Proof-
of-work). Anish Sreenivasan

If you wish to get a deeper insight on how 
exactly Bitcoin mining is done, you may check 
the below youtube link. (Name of the video: 
Life inside a secret Chinese Bitcoin Mine)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_contin
ue=174&v=D1oWEVY5al0

A mathematical operation that takes any digital 
data and outputs a 256 bit number. Developed by 
the NSA and widely used in security applications 
and protocols including SSL, PGP, SSH and more.

How much hashing is done by Bitcoin miners?
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In this electronic age, we see ourselves being 
translated more and more into the form of 
information, moving toward the technological 
extension where smart phones and social media 
expand our universe.  We can connect with 
others or collect information easier and faster 
than ever.  

Being connected with the ones around us or far, 
through digital communication medium has 
become a privilege in today's world.  We all know 
how fascinating it is to share our stories and 
experiences by connecting to people on both a 
humorous and emotional level which is made 
possible by the evolution of more intuitive 
technology, enabled with new behaviours and 
forms of content.  For instance, our conversations 
have turned more empathetic with emoticons 
and stickers, haven't they?  

Digital communication is becoming more human-
like while mimicking most aspects of the natural 
human behaviour.  Even conversational 
capabilities have become a reality with the 
introduction of new human-device interaction 
models in all our smartphones and wearables.  
Apps such as IBM's Watson, Apple's Siri, 
Facebook M, Microsoft Cortana, Slack Slackbot, 
Google Now, and Amazon Echo leverage cognitive 
computing to enhance and enrich the interaction, 
thus making it evident that apps are turning 
more conversational.  Perhaps, the best thing 
about these apps is they don't rely on typed out 
text anymore but still represent conversational 
interfaces, in the best possible way.  So we know 
why conversational systems are considered to be 
one of the strategic technology trends for 2017.   

Conversational Interfaces are much more user 
friendly while the promise and excitement 
around them is their eventual ability to parse 
complicated requests, execute them in real time 
and return a result that almost feels magical. Like 
talking to a person.  In short, we are moving from 
us having to learn how to interact with 
computers to computers learning how to interact 
with us.

Deploying conversational interfaces – the next logical step

Now, why is a conversational software system 
important for the business community across 
industries?  Well, how about a simplified 
workflow through automation with a 
conversation-driven user experience?  It is 
important that we understand the fact, as 
conversational systems gain more maturity, they 
will even be able to provide key services, allowing 
humans to focus on innovation and more value 
adding activities.  

With customer development in mind, we need to 
look for ways in which a customer would prefer 
chatbot and conversational interfaces to be.  
Firstly, it's the nature of interaction customers 
want to have with a brand.  All brands constantly 
keep pushing for deeper levels of customer 
engagement but that's not what the customer 
really wants, isn't it? 



Customers are more willing to engage in a 
conversation through a platform like FB 
Messenger or tweet their views because of the 
depth of relationship.  Conversational interfaces 
allow us to engage with customers who actually 
prefer giving their information to a bot.  Also, 
while sharing personal information like medical 
information, financial information, or any 
adherence to a plan of some kind – all of us 
actually prefer talking to a computer, don't we?  
Certainly.  Cause the belief is that unlike a person, 
who might consciously or unconsciously judge 
their choices, computers will simply provide 
helpful objective information.

One big benefit of conversational interfaces is the 
simplicity for users to interact with several 
departments through a singular interface. There 
doesn't have to be multiple websites or phone 
numbers or email addresses to visit.  With the 
right plumbing behind the scenes, a user should 
be able to interact with several areas inside the 
organization through a single text field, just as a 
terminal allows us to navigate to disparate parts 
of the computer. This sounds simple, but the 
benefit to users is profound.

So, when is the right time to start building our 
own conversational interface and to take the next 
logical step as an enterprise?  We're in the very 
early stages of this opportunity, and many of the 
things that are not currently possible will soon be 
trivial. The platforms will only become more 
powerful and useful for customers.  In fact, there 
are several reasons why being early in the game 
would be beneficial.  Open platforms with 
multiple billions of users, with tons of demand 
for great applications and limited supply simply 
don't appear often. Whenever one does, it is 
wise to jump on it immediately and wrap your 
heads around it.  Stop the wait. Put a stake in the 
ground. Get something up, even if it's not as 
good as it ultimately could be.  Learn from the 
users – adopt a rapid series for experimentation 
and improvement. 

Shalini Milcah
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Security continues to be a major hurdle for server 

virtualization and cloud computing so we are 

likely to hear a lot of cybersecurity buzz. Now I 

certainly get why this term makes sense in terms 

of product branding. By now, you've probably 

heard of software-defined networking (SDN): the 

emerging IT paradigm that abstracts networking 

hardware into programmable components for 

unprecedented data center agility and flexibility. 

In the same vein, parallel InfoSec developments 

currently underway are transforming rigid and 

complex physical security architectures into 

highly-adaptable, easily-managed, and 

ubiquitous mechanisms for IT security. This is 

SDSec—a new model of InfoSec that just might 

save us from digital Armageddon. Or will it?It is 

primarily software and policy driven model which 

automates and monitor most of the security 

controls, like intrusion detection, network 

segmentation and access controls, through 

software. This helps in bringing the security 

control up to a higher layer. 

Organizations today are evolving and rapidly 

adopting new technologies. Whether introducing 

flexibility to their employees or new services to 

their customers, companies are redefining the 

organizational boundaries. But what this brings is 

an increase in their threat footprint. In fact, one 

of the largest concerns for businesses is how to 

implement advanced security mechanisms to 

protect their assets and networks. In order for 

them to protect their resources and tackle 

emerging risks, it is now necessary to look 

beyond traditional security solutions.

Software Defined Security (SDSec) attempts to 

address these challenges of network security. It's 

a type of security model where the entire 

information security in a computing environment 

is implemented, controlled and managed by 

security software, rather than using a traditional, 

silo-ed security control methods. 

Software defined security - future of security or
marketing gimmick
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No doubt, there are some key benefits to the 
SDSec approach. Namely, it's not hardware 
based, hence IT guys can focus on managing and 
monitoring the policies rather than keeping the 
machines running. Then there's simplicity: In 
physical data centers, security architecture is 
complex. It often requires multiple servers, 
specialized hardware devices (i.e., Firewall 
Appliances, HSMs – Hardware Security Modules, 
etc.), network identities, and more. In a software-
defined model, security is based on logical 
policies. We like to equate this to mathematical 
walls replacing the physical walls of a data center. 
SDSec does not rely on physical location of data; 
information may be protected anywhere it 
resides. There's also Automation: thanks to its 
independence from rigid hardware, SDSec allows 
automation. For example, once policies are 
defined, new devices created within the 
environment can be automatically covered and 
controlled under the base security policy. Think 
of Software Defined Encryption as an example; 
using orchestration and a RESTful API approach, 
encryption can be automated across virtual 
servers, availability zones, or geographical 
regions. Next, we have Orchestration: rather than 
managing every network security control 
separately, SDSec integrates intrusion detection, 
network segmentation and monitoring into a 
single platform that oversees all those security 
functions.

This integration of controls makes it easier for 
companies to satisfy the control requirements of 
various compliance standards and provides 
security administrators with much greater 
visibility into the network. In addition, the 
orchestration features of SDS streamline the 
process of adding new devices by integrating 
security management with hypervisors and other 
platforms. All these features lets SDSec be more 
scalable, flexible, cost effective whilst providing 
increased security. 

However, there's another school of thought that 
simply says: ‘Isn't it all just marketing?’ In my 
opinion, while many people in the industry talk 
about SDSec, the usage of the term seems to be 
more driven by marketing than by technology.

Since decades most, if not all, security 
functionalities are defined through software! 
What makes SDSec different and what is new? 
From this SDSec makes even less sense than 
Software-Defined Networking (some network 
devices implement forwarding functionality in 
hardware)! Changing the Software-Defined 
terminology to something that makes sense is a 
lost battle, but at least we can hope to find a 
useful definition. The one focusing on ‘managing 
services through abstraction of lower-lever 
functionality’ works reasonably well. If it was me, 
I would also ask for:
      
       Well-documented API that can be used to 
       extract operational state from the device and 
       change device configuration or soft state

       Capability to create security services
       on demand and insert them in the forwarding 
       path on as-needed basis
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It's not unlike how organizations are currently 
managing certain storage systems, firewall 
policies and objects within a directory service. 
SDSec just builds upon this concept at a higher 
layer of abstraction. It's logical versus physical. 
SDSec isn't a one-size-fits-all technology; each 
organization's use case will differ. In the end, it 
shouldn't matter whether your security controls 
are hardware- or software-based, as long as you 
are using what's truly needed to minimize your 
risks. In many cases it turns out that the root 
cause of the problem we're trying to solve is not 
technology but people, silos, broken processes or 
rigid policies… and even if we buy new 
technology we won't solve the root cause. In my 
opinion, it seems that SDSec is more of a 
marketing gimmick than a real solution to a very 
real problem. People often go out and buy new 
technology just because it's new. But that doesn't 
mean one should! SDSec isn't a new concept, and 
not a particularly relevant one, as security has 
always been defined by software, and will 
continue to do so in the future!

In my opinion, security is a process and not a 
single function. The objective of the process is to 
have data and network security. Encryption, 
intrusion detection, intrusion prevention, DDoS 
mitigation and data loss prevention are just some 
of the functions that support the process. Where 
does SDSec fit in? All of the functions I 
mentioned can be abstracted and made simpler 
to consume. For example:

      Micro segmentation solutions automatically 
      deploy distributed firewall rules built from
      data contained in orchestration system 
      (example: VM names or groups mapped into 
      IP addresses).

       Software-Defined WAN solutions
       automatically protect all traffic transported 
       across public networks.

       Service chaining solutions allow an operator
       to stitch together multiple security services
       on demand. Network Function Virtualization
       (NFV) frameworks allow users to deploy  
       instances of security functions on as-needed 
       basis.

A full automation requires that all resources 
needed are constantly online and reachable. Can 
this create an additional attack surface that can 
be exploited? Absolutely! Every API creates an 
additional attack surface, and centralized 
management or orchestration systems contain 
crown jewels coveted by every intruder. However, 
that's nothing new; we were facing similar 
challenges for decades. What are the typical use 
cases of SDSec? Is it limited to virtualized data 
centers or is it used in other environments as 
well? Most SDSec use cases I'm aware of are 
indeed deployed in data centers, primarily in 
private or public clouds.

So, is SDSec for your business? On the surface, 
SDSec appears to be nothing more than what 
we've already been doing to manage security - 
it's just all managed at a higher level via policies 
and objects that are defined and customized for 
any given enterprise.

Sourav Bhattacharya
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 Since this method is so attractive, customer 
centric and is targeted only to select customers, 
they receive a warm welcome from the retailers. 
The fact that this technology has a universal 
appeal because of its platform-less behavior also 
adds to its worth.

Beacon Technology- How it works?
The beacons follow a simple technological 
operation of transmitting the signals to the 
various devices. Here the transmitter which is an 
ARM (Advanced RISC Machine) processor is a 
small device used by the retail shop owner which 
transmits signals to the receiver -  the customers. 
If you open it, you will be able to find a multi-
coiled wire present inside, which acts as an 
antenna that sends the message. The reason for 
the multi-coiled wire is- it acts as an antenna to 
send signals in Omni-directional way so that all 
the nearby devices receive the signals from the 
beacon.

The 2 main factors which decides its effectiveness 
are:
      The frequency in which it operates and 
      The broadcasting power

The frequency is the amount of signal that is 
transmitted within a time interval. This is 
important for all the beacons because a beacon 
doesn't transmit signals continuously throughout. 
They transmit signals at regular intervals. If the 
operating frequency is set low, then the amount 
of signal transmitted becomes high. So if the 
amount of signal transmitted is more, then the 
probability of those signals detecting a receiver 
also becomes high. The probability also reaches 
the maximum extent when the power delivered 
to the beacon is high. But considering the power 
handling capacity and the longevity of the 
battery in the beacon, it is often different at 
different places.

Enough of all the Marketing Technology Stacks! 
Welcome to the universe of Beacons
It is frustrating for anyone to shop when you have 
to search for each and every item you want to 
buy. Considering the fact that malls in India these 
days are over-crowded owing to the huge variety 
of products that the shop-keepers and retailers 
showcase, shopping is really a tough and a time-
consuming one.  That's correct! And you will be 
totally dejected when no one is there to assist 
you. When the Silicon Valley started its invasion, 
robots slowly started to replace human work in 
the stores and elsewhere. But, why would you 
expect robots with their high cost of 
maintenance take care of these services? Won't 
the retailers find it easy and productive to take 
their offers or promotions directly into the hands 
of their customers for a lesser cost? That's the 
reason why beacon technology scores big, 
outwitting the rest of the tools in the marketing 
world.

Beacon technology is a very powerful tool that 
operates on less power
Beacons are low powered Bluetooth signals that 
carry messages, targeting the users' devices 
(mostly hand-held), to be delivered so as to pave 
way for an easy and a better way of interaction 
with them. The main job of these beacons is to 
help the customers on the various offers that the 
retailers set for a product. That is why they are 
often termed to be analogous to signals from a 
light house as they only send signals and won't 
receive them.

What is about beacon technology that makes it 
tick?
Anybody across the globe would show great 
interest in reading a text or a WhatsApp message 
on their phones when they receive it no matter 
how weird the content of the message may be. 
With the magnitude that applications like 
WhatsApp and the rest have reached, beacons 
are definitely the promising future in the field of 
marketing.

Beacon technology
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Beacon DeviceBeacon Device

Security Concerns? – A Major deal these days 
The beacons can make you jump in curiosity or 
can sweep you off your feet, but the question still 
remains unanswered is - what will happen if 
these beacons are spoofed and used by different 
retailers for their own fiscal gains? But having 
such a great technology in our pockets, it would 
be foolish to have it unused. Beacons are 
expected to undergo many changes in the 
coming days which would make them usable for 
multiple purposes and enable them to gain wide-
spread popularity. 

Similarly, at the receiver end, a retail proprietary 
application is installed in the hand-held device of 
the customer. The reception of the signal also 
involves a two factor dependency. One is the 
frequency of operation, which should be the 
same as that of the sender and the other one is 
the verification of the registered beacon ID of the 
transmitter which is done before the messages 
are delivered. This beacon ID verification is done 
for security purpose.

iBeacons, the Apple proprietary
Exploring a new technology is nothing new for 
Apple Inc. The company developed an application 
called iBeacon which was launched in 2011. Since 
their launch, many manufacturers have 
reconfigured their devices to make sure that the 
iBeacons are sensed and detected. It is also a 
notable point that this technology requires 
Bluetooth 4.0 application to work. The special 
feature of iBeacon is that this application is a 
platform-less application unlike their other 
ventures which were compatible only to 
Macintosh devices. The iBeacons can be detected 
by the following OS devices:

       IOS devices with bluetooth 4.0
       MAC computers with Mavericks or higher 
       version with Bluetooth 4.0
       Android 4.3 or higher and
       Windows phone with Cyan update or higher.

Vignesh Narayanan
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Being indecisive
There are numerous examples when the higher 
leadership has to step-in and come to a decision 
about a situation, and even if they seem to 
understand the criticality of the matter, they will 
still not take any decision because of the fear 
they might make wrong decisions - What if it is 
not 100% fool-proof? In such situations, they 
keep adding more leaders to the decision making 
to be able to spread the decision making and 
save them from any wrong decision making.

They clearly lack domain knowledge, analytic 
ability, reasoning ability, ability to evaluate 
options and decide which option goes well with 
organizations overall strategy. 

This is the sign that they don't believe in their 
own abilities and hence run away from situations 
where a decision has to be made.

Not prepared for the unexpected
Leaders should expose great knowledge about 
organization's strategic goals, how to achieve 
them and what could possibly go wrong while 
striving to achieve these defined targets. While 
leaders try their best to plan and execute things, 
practically speaking, when things don't go the 
happy-path, they do not have options to rectify 
it.

Another example could be meetings where 
leaders walk-in without being fully prepared, 
they are clueless about the agenda, not prepared 
for questions, and so on. You can clearly see that 
they ain't even organized; their thoughts are not 
to-the-point or not aligned with the topic(s) 
being discussed etc.

Whenever we think of a leader, the general idea 
that comes to our minds is someone who can 
inspire, motivate, guide and influence others 
towards a goal. In today's competitive world, 
leaders' responsibilities are much higher than 
ever before as they manage stakeholders / 
partners /LOBs, define strategies, create 
roadmaps / guidelines, make decisions, 
understand team sentiments, achieve desired 
results, and above all, create a positive and 
collaborative environment that helps the 
organization to reach the next level. Often, 
leaders need to work in a collaborative 
environment and manage conflicts professionally 
at the workplace.

However, sadly, there are many leaders who 
don't possess significant qualities of a leader - as 
they are short-sighted, power hungry, 
disorganized and lack thorough knowledge – 
well, by definition, they are called 'tagged 
leader'.

There are some simple observations that can 
help you identify those 'tagged leaders'. Some of 
their specific characteristics are described here. 
To be a 'tagged' leader, a person need not have 
ALL of these qualities necessarily, however, every 
quality in itself describes a 'tagged' leader:

Message forwarder
These leaders just pass messages from their 
seniors to their subordinates without providing 
proper guidance on how to achieve the desired 
goals. Such leaders know what they want, but 
they don't know how to achieve it, nor do they 
know what resources and steps required to 
achieve results. Such leaders possess a mindset 
that their work is done as soon as they forward 
the message to their subordinate(s) to execute 
the task, and they truly believe that it is now 
their subordinate's/ team's responsibility to 
accomplish these goals.

How to differentiate between a great leader and a 'tagged' leader?
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They work on generated demands instead of pro-
actively working on opportunities and expanding 
business growth, they believe in spending longer 
hours in the office instead of being smart and 
completing work quickly, they are autocratic 
instead of being permissive or consultative, they 
walk around in an unapproachable manner 
rather than psychologically winning the people by 
being friendly. 

They are egotistic, disrespectful, conceited and 
biased
'Good leadership is an exception – not the norm'. 
Being a leader is one thing and being a 'good' 
leader is another.

Many a time leaders are so full of themselves, 
they possess disruptive behavior and their 
approach is selfish, they will do anything to keep 
themselves at the position of power, they are not 
polite and are patronizing.  Such leaders are the 
biggest roadblock for a progressive work 
environment and an agile work culture, and they 
are the ones who are not ready to change (even 
though they believe otherwise).

These types of leaders have clearly lost the 
competitive edge and their mindset is not 
suitable for today's fast-changing environment. 

Not aligned with strategic goals
Most (if not all) organizations' main objectives 
are: Profitability, Growth, holistic performance, 
Talent retention, being agile so to be able to 
introduce more services/products quickly (being 
able to go to market faster) and leading the 
competition… to name a few.

Leaders do talk about being aligned with the 
higher leadership's thoughts, goals and targets, 
but do they act accordingly? Do they have plans 
on how to go about it? Is the talent pool happy, 
and are they giving their best? What are the 
plans to work on new markets to connect more 
to existing customers/users? What are the 
marketing/sales techniques they are working on 
(or planning to work on)? Are they making the 
right decisions to enhance growth, customers' 
respect, on-time delivery, etc.? Are they truly 
agile? Do they have plan A and plan B? And 
above all – What's the roadmap to achieve that?

When doing is different than saying – you should 
know there is a problem.

If your leader doesn't have answers to the above 
mentioned questions, it's an alarming sign that 
he is not aligned with organizational goals.

Traditional style of management
In today's fast paced environment, leaders have 
to keep abreast with new innovations, new 
technology, new tricks, new methodologies, and 
need to work with global teams and partners. 
They need to live 'by-example' and to do so, 
leaders have to truly evolve from their traditional 
style of working.

However, some leaders are very traditional in 
their mindset as they think of 'Push' 
management style instead of 'Pull', they solve the 
problem but hardly think of pro-active steps to 
stop the problem from occurring, they only think 
of short-term goals (even though they talk about 
long-term goals but still unknowingly only 
concentrate on short-term goals as it's easy to 
show results and easy to plan).

Sohan Kabra
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They are looked up to lead as an example at 
every place and at every instance, and 
unfortunately they do not have the leeway to slip 
into mediocrity even for an unguarded moment. 

Passion a critical characteristic: Leaders are 
sought for their passion, it is one of the primary 
motivating factors for a team.  We have all 
sensed it at different times, haven't we? A 
leader's passion is particularly contagious, and 
usually his / her team consists of enthusiasts who 
mirror the boss's passion and drive for success.  

Coaching: Though leaders don't often think too 
much about chastising in public, the team sees it 
as insensitive and arrogant.  'Do what you would 
have done to you' is the general mood of teams, 
and individuals respond better when they are 
coached in private (away from curious eyes and 
ears). Reprimanding in public involves the risk of 
having it done back to you sometime. 

Amplified by the team: A leader's strengths, 
likes, visions and goals are amplified by the 
people who work closely with him, so, building 
the right team is a serious and intuitive exercise.  
A leader and his team is expected to walk the 
talk, be accountable, communicate respectfully 
and be transparent. It also calls for shared 
responsibility and raising more leaders. Lack of 
transparency causes huge emotional and 
workplace disturbances that usually has very 
serious repercussions.

Change agent:  The floor expects you to lead the 
transition during difficult times, and that is no 
small order.  You are to address their anxiety and 
fears, and it really is a tricky balancing act, to be 
assertive about accountability and goals while 
you have to discern between the bad eggs - the 
constant complainers, and the passionate 
workers.

A leader through a team's eyes

There is a lot going on in people's minds about 
leaders.  In any organization there are only a 
bunch of people who work closely with the top 
leaders, and the rest, a major part of the 
organization tends to view leaders as larger than 
life, they rarely have personal interactions with 
the leadership, and all they have is a set of 
references (often hearsay from various sources) 
on which they judge the leaders.  Employees 
connect the leader to the mails they receive 
periodically, connects the content with what they 
see is happening on the floor within their 
organization, and make judgements about the 
leader's empathy, emotional intelligence, and 
generally sketches the leader out with their set of 
references.

Do they care about us: It is in every person's 
mind if the leader cares for him / her personally, 
if they have a growth plan for each of them as 
plans for the company's growth is charted out 
methodically, and if their vision for the 
employees is as ambitious as their vision for the 
organization.  Empathy is not only an expectation 
from a leader, it is thought of as an employee's 
prerogative.  To the team's mind, the focus is 
always about themselves (when it is not their 
work), and how they are being treated. 
And the answers to all these questions in their 
minds come in the form of how leaders behave 
and communicate every day.  To put it quite 
simply, everything a leader does is subject to 
scrutiny, and opinions do their rounds thru 
formal and mostly informal channels. 

Consistent high standards:  The team looks up to 
their leaders to set benchmarks, setting 
standards is energizing for the teams.  Whether it 
is fair or unfair, a leader is expected to be the 
best among the group in every way, a superman 
of sorts to the company.  The team scrutinizes 
leaders for their work quality, work knowledge, 
manners, courtesies, politeness, presentation 
skills, public addressing skills, how they conduct 
meetings, their etiquette while entertaining, the 
way they dress and so on.  
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He wants to make Mars inhabitable by 2040, with 
some 80,000 people, he has the Hyperloop 
project that aims to provide lesser travel time 
than airplanes! He isn't freaked out about the 
enormity of his projects, that's the extent of the 
man's self-belief.

Steve Jobs is another leader I admire. His mantra 
– do what you believe in, put in great work as you 
would do to any great relationship, and you will 
know how to make it better and better. His words 
'don't be trapped by dogma, don't let the other's 
opinion drown you' seems so wise, the best 
advice for today's leaders.

Their belief in themselves, the courage and 
perseverance to go after their dreams, and the 
ability to convince others with the sheer power 
of their self-belief is awe-inspiring.  They are 
always ready to defy the status quo if required, 
their self-belief is almost sacred and it seems to 
stem from somewhere very personal. They are 
committed to the point of being obsessive, 
setting very high expectations for themselves and 
their teams, and they are always right at the 
forefront leading, and always accessible. That 
kind of passion and commitment transfers to the 
team, and ignites similar responses from them.

Here's something Elon Musk said when he was 
asked how it feels to be at the top position - ‘it's 
eating glass and staring into the abyss’

‘Not the cry, but the flight of a wild duck, leads 
the flock to fly and follow.’
Chinese proverb

Leading an organization calls for reinventing 
services, reinventing business models, and in the 
process, you will have to face the silent killers, 
people who resist change or are poor at adapting 
anything new.  As you lead the change, the speed 
of change rests squarely on your shoulders, and 
empowering teams is one of the best ways to get 
to success.

Work culture: A leader needs to build the right 
work culture and that might mean accepting the 
'brilliant jerks' as well rather than run a 
conventional low tolerance and overtly 
disciplined work environment which does not 
work with today's millennials.  Leadership is no 
more about old fashioned authority and 
hierarchies, hierarchies stifle growth in many 
ways.  If we are not moving towards equality, we 
are not moving at all in any serious sense, we are 
possibly just shuffling old ways around and not 
getting any results.  A team likes to be given 
freedom to pursue their creativity through work, 
they need to sense and taste freedom.

Leaders are expected to have an entire parallel 
life that belongs to the team!  Leaders are 
expected to go beyond the arithmetic of gross 
margins, EBITDA and keeping investors happy, 
they are expected to team up, to lead, and to be 
generous with their fame and success. Teams 
expect leaders to take care of them in ways that 
demands personal knowledge of their work and 
requirements. No exception to this rule, and 
knowing their employees well give leaders that 
important edge.

Before I sign off, here's something about two 
leaders I admire most.

Elon Musk, a truly transformational leader 
demonstrates ‘incredible vision, dedication and 
perseverance’. What is special about him is, while 
most of the world can't conceive that his projects 
could be successful, or even workable for that 
matter, Musk can't conceive his projects failing!

Bindu Vijayan
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We throw them around in meetings, e-mails and 
important documents and they land, like 
fingernails across a chalkboard, on everyone who 
has to hear or read them. Point is, we can all 
benefit from opportunities to sharpen the saw 
and minimize our mistakes.

Leadership is lonely. No matter how big your 
team, sometimes it's just you which means you 
sometimes need to look inside yourself for 
motivation and inspiration. Or you can find 
personal inspiration from someone who has been 
there, done that...and done it well.

Of course, the real question is: Are you a Leader 
or a Follower?
Let's put it this way, Leadership and followership 
are mindsets. They're completely different ways 
of looking at the world.

Is there a leader in you??

You've heard it at conferences. You've read it in 
books. Everyone is a leader. Do you believe this? 
I don't. While everyone has the potential to be a 
leader, most never take up the mantle. They are 
content to let others take the risk and do the 
work. In my matrix, you do not even need to have 
people reporting to you to be a leader. A janitor 
can influence people and lead just as a CEO can.

Ever seen a leader made smart, look dumb due 
to wrongly chosen words, but the team couldn't 
place the dunce's cap, in fear for their jobs? It has 
likely happened to the best of us. Sometimes we 
realize we've done something that makes us look 
completely foolish, sometimes we don't. So, how 
do you avoid looking stupid, silly, self-centered or 
any number of the not so nice labels when you've 
been promoted to a position and you've got all 
the power, but also a reputation to uphold and a 
team to lead? 

We're all tempted to use words that we're not 
too familiar with. If this were the only problem, I 
wouldn't have much to write about. That's 
because we're cautious with words we're unsure 
of and, thus, they don't create much of an issue 
for us. It's the words that we think we're using 
correctly that wreak the most havoc. 

My conjecture is complete with scrutinized 
information that highlights what is needed to be 
a leader. I would like to ask you that now. So let's 
dig in…

Leaders see their job description as the bare 
minimum upon which they build greatness. 
Leaders see their real role as adding value, and 
they add it whenever and wherever they see an 
opportunity. So do you go above and beyond?

Leaders should want to make things better, and 
they'll take help anywhere they can find it. 
Leaders are true team players. They aren't afraid 
to seek help from other people to strengthen 
them when needed. Are you confident enough?
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Leaders see the possibilities. When things go 
wrong, leaders don't dwell on how bad things 
are. They're too busy trying to make things 
better. 
Are you optimistic?

Leaders are maximizers who see opportunity in 
change. Because leaders want constant 
improvement, they're never afraid to ask, ‘What's 
next?’ / ‘How can we make it better?’ / ‘How can 
we do it differently?’  Are you open to change?

Leaders expect obstacles and love to be 
challenged. They know that even the best-laid 
plans can run into unexpected problems, so they 
take problems in stride and stay the course. 
Are you unflappable?

Leaders should be self-motivated. They don't 
work for status or possessions. They are 
motivated to excel because it's who they are. 
True leaders keep pushing forward even when 
there's no carrot dangling in front of them. 
Are you motivated from within?

So bringing it all together, you may have worked for 
someone who fits that description. And you 
probably have colleagues who serve in leadership 
roles without a title. If this sounds like you, 
congratulations. You are a leader or well on your 
way to becoming one. Leadership is not about 
experience, education, or talent. It's about the 
choosing to lead. That's where it begins. So don't 
wait for the title. Leadership isn't something that 
anyone can give you, you have to earn it and claim 
it for yourself.

Leaders focus on what each individual brings to 
the table, regardless of what's printed on a 
business card.  Do you focus on titles?

Leaders are team players, because they know 
that greatness is a collective feat. A leader is only 
as good as what best can be procreated through 
the team.  Are you focused on people?

Leaders while confident, know that they're 
neither superhuman nor infallible. They're not 
afraid to admit when they don't know something, 
and they're willing to learn from anyone who can 
teach them, whether that person is a 
subordinate, a peer, or a superior.  Are you 
willing to learn?

‘If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn 
more, do more and become more, you are a 
leader.’
-John Quincy Adams

Paulami Sarkar



GAVS Learning Academy (GLA) had arranged for a 
training session on Unconscious Bias conducted 
by Smita Tharoor from Tharoor Associates.  We 
had the Leadership and Mangers participating; 
the leaders from other geos logged in over Skype 
through unearthly EST, CST & MST.  The program 
was aimed to overcome unconscious biases that 
is so much a part of our unsuspecting lives, things 
which stick to our thought process and influence 
our decision making, be it in our personal or 
professional lives. 

We are influenced by our unconscious biases in 
our everyday interactions that affects our 
judgements and assessment of situations and 
people.  We pick up biases as we are all a sum of 
our personal background, ethnicity, culture, 
sexual orientation, education, social status, job 
titles, disabilities, physical appearances, accents 
and so on. 

We are always so quick to make judgements and 
assessments, and GAVS’ Management is taking 
very conscious steps to hone our in-house talent, 
to enhance emotional intelligence and soft skills, 
better interpersonal relationships and create that 
heightened empathy that is so crucial to make a 
success out of the business landscape.  

The session gave some interesting insights into 
how we tend to get into stereotyping, and how 
harmful and insidious the process can be.  The 
different types of biases that were discussed – 
Anchor bias, status-quo bias, over-confidence 
bias, confirmation bias, and so on, proves how 
stifled we get within our own biases, and how 
unfair it is to the person on the receiving end. I 
personally realized how powerful ‘anchor bias ‘ 
(’human tendency to rely too heavily on the first 
piece of information offered (the ‘anchor’) when 
making decisions. During decision making, 
anchoring occurs when individuals use an initial 
piece of information to make subsequent 
judgments.’) can be with its power of suggestion.

We may not be aware of our prejudices, or if we 
are, we are very quick to not admit them, and 
that can cause very damaging effects on how we 
manage and to those we manage.

The importance of keeping an open mind in a 
constantly changing world should be an integral 
part of who we are.  It is important not to make 
assumptions and not to base our actions on 
biases. In the corporate world, it is so easy to 
have those subconscious negative impressions 
about people outside of our group, and yet we 
are always rubbing shoulders with a variety of 
people, and as Managers we are completely 
responsible to channelize the diverseness in our 
teams and work it to a cohesive strength.

Unconscious bias
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Bindu Vijayan

 I think the trick would be to get more and more 
exposed to other teams / groups, to interact 
more with them for us to get insights on how 
they are different and embrace the difference.  
As the session swore us to confidentiality, I 
obviously can’t discuss any particular case, but 
the learning from it proved one thing – we are all 
gullible to hurt and bias attacks, so, do to others 
what you would have others do to you.

I am glad the training happened, it showed each 
of us how interlinked our personal and corporate 
identity is, how it contributes to GAVS’ identity.  
It opened us to better self-awareness and with it 
the hidden aspects that control our judgement 
and decisions, it was interesting to see that we 
have both personal reasons as well as business 
reasons to do away with biases. 

As evolving leaders, we should be aware of how 
groups identify differently from one another, and 
how vital it is to break stereotyping.  It is 
extremely important to recognize and 
understand discrimination and avoid the 
destruction it can bring to one’s morale, and to 
our personal and professional lives…
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I am gavs – respect, integrity, trust, empathy

As I sit here in the GAVS office in New Jersey 
(USA), it’s with great conviction that GAVS is well 
on its way to becoming an employer of choice 
across the globe.  My role as the HR Leader in 
North America has provided me the opportunity 
to connect with GAVSians across the globe as 
well as connect with potential future new hires in 
the job market. 

The message is clear from our onsite employees 
that we have embodied a family-like culture that 
provides support to our people and clients, 
quality in our deliverables and passion about 
what we do.  To articulate what it means when I 
say ‘I am GAVS’ is the message I will continue to 
deliver in my employee connects. In the United 
States, our employees have adopted the RITE 
way and truly engage with our customers, 
employees and our local communities. 

We are truly passionate about delighting our 
customers and appreciate their respect as a 
valued partner. One of the key ingredients in our 
GAVS DNA is integrity. 

We firmly believe this is critical to our success 
and encourage everyone to never compromise 
on the same. Above all else, our reputation as a 
trustworthy partner and employer is essential to 
the GAVS culture, its people and our clients.   And 
finally, the connection we have with our 
employees and clients stems from the empathy 
that we have cultivated here at GAVS.

My travels across the different client locations in 
the USA over the years have opened my eyes to 
not just the quality of service we deliver, but the 
people behind the scenes who make it happen 
day in and day out.

The passion and motivation that is conveyed by 
everyone is infectious. Working as one team with 
common goals and delivering on our vision is a 
pleasure to watch in action.  This execution is just 
one of the many reasons our clients continue to 
entrust GAVS as a partner.

The industry accolades from Gartner and Everest 
Group are very exciting and will continue to help 
expand the GAVS footprint across the globe. The 
industry response on GAVEL and ZIF are very well 
received during an IT transformation that is 
heavily focused on predictive analytics, artificial 
intelligence and automation.  The leadership 
team has everyone moving in the right direction 
with a strategic plan to be executed.  The IT 
industry is changing everyday as we prepare for 
the new wave of automation, digital 
transformation and robotic process automation.  
In addition, as the newly elected U.S President 
Trump takes office, we will continue to monitor 
how the IT industry will be affected.

But rest assured, we are a global company that 
truly ‘delivers’ in the RITE way.  As individuals, we 
all have stories to tell and I will continue to bring 
those to you along with other hot topics in the 
U.S. in this platform throughout 2017.

Cheers,
Joshua Goldstein
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From gavs, denver

Real leaders are like lamplighters, lighting the way for others

This story was narrated by the ex-president of India, Late. Mr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, also fondly 

remembered as the ‘Missile Man’ of India.

Who is a real leader?

In 1973, I became the project director of India’s 
satellite launch vehicle program, the SLV-3. Our 
goal was to put India’s ‘Rohini’ satellite into orbit 
by 1980. In August 1979, we were almost ready. 
As the project director, I went to the control 
center for the launch. At four minutes before the 
satellite launch, the computer went through the 
checklist. One minute later, the computer 
program should that some control components 
were not in order. 

My experts told me not to worry; they had done 
their calculations and there was enough reserve 
fuel. So I launched the rocket. In the first stage, 
everything worked fine. In the second stage, a 
problem developed. Instead of the satellite going 
into orbit, the whole rocket system plunged into 
the Bay of Bengal. It was a big failure.

That day, the chairman of ISRO, Prof. Satish 
Dhawan had called a press conference and took 
the entire responsibility for the failure -  he said, 
‘the team had worked very hard, but it needed 
more technical support’. It was my failure, but 
instead he took the responsibility. In July 1980, 
we successfully launched the satellite. Prof. 
Dhawan told me, ‘ You conduct the press 
conference today.’

I have learned the best management lesson 
from that experience. Leader of the organization 
owned the failure and the success; he gave it to 
his team; a real leader.
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Jallikattu
A parade of our protest

This article represents an aerial viewpoint of the 
pro-Jallikattu protests that occurred across Tamil 
Nadu and Puducherry in the month of January.

Jallikattu - The sport

‘A bull is released into a crowd of people, and 
multiple human participants attempt to grab the 
large hump on the bull's back with both arms and 
hang on to it while the bull attempts to escape. 
Participants hold the hump for as long as 
possible, attempting to bring the bull to a stop. In 
some cases, participants must ride long enough 
to remove flags on the bull's horn.’

It is an age old traditional sport practiced in Tamil 
Nadu during the harvest thanksgiving festival – 
'Pongal'. An ancestral tradition to strengthen 
native breeds, it has been celebrated as a big 
game between man and the bull. The traditional 
sport was banned in Tamil Nadu citing cruelty to 
animals.

I have always pondered upon culture – its impact, 
its need and its definition. Though human race 
surges forward with civilization, deep down 
culture is what gives us an identity.

The recent  in Tamil Nadu, 
India, started as a spark in Alanganallur in 
January 16,2017 when 200 youngsters stayed 
awake that night in a peaceful (non-violent) 
protest, demanding at least 5 bulls pass through 
the sacred vadivasal (the gate through which the 
bull passes before the game begins).

'Jallikattu Protests'

The article tries to showcase the profound impact 
that peaceful protests and pure people power can 
invoke in a society where man stays divided by 
numerous factors and forces. 

While on the surface, the uprising is indeed about 
Jallikattu and the demand to revoke a ban on the 
2500-year-old bull-taming sport, but the larger 
message is the pent-up emotions and anguish of 
the largely oppressed and ignored Dravidian 
identity. 

The article tries to recreate the spirit of the well-
organized protests where every volunteer was a 
leader, the uprising as a family (with toddlers 
intact), the unheard of protest from our medical 
college students boycotting their colleges and the 
so called zombied IT professionals turned rebels.

What made our protests stand out is that it cut 
across the age old barriers of religion, caste and 
gender thus redefining everything as we know it. 
Read more for the fond memories and the strong 
impact the protests forged in us….

Revolution is like blazing fire. It starts as a spark 
and organically explodes and consumes 
everything.
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The domino effect swooped high when autos, 
minivans and cabs associations announced that 
they would not ply their trade for a day and was 
quickly followed by private operators, lorry 
association, Tamil Nadu Road Transport 
association and in a very rare occasion, the 
Madras Bar Association as well announced its 
decision to boycott court proceedings for a day. 

The Jallikattu protest was a one of a kind due to 
various reasons. The protests belonged to the 
students completely, it was completely apolitical, 
there was no pedestal given to celebrities, 
political party leaders and even famed actors 
were asked not to interfere – in other words the 
celebrities were showed their place, and families 
with kids hitting the streets, staying the night out 
on the roads and on the Marina beach just for 
this cause.

For the first time the media took into account 
only what the people wanted.

The protest also had other state people rushing 
in with solidarity and brotherhood. 

Amid the uneasy night surrounded by tight rings 
of police, and though they were denied food and 
water from the villagers, they clung on to their 
demand. The protests intensified when the 200 
youngsters were forcefully evacuated by the 
police and were held in detention.

As a show of protest against the arrest of these 
youngsters and demanding their release, the 
villagers of Alanganallur stepped out on the 
roads. Even women and children hit the streets 
demanding their immediate release.

As a solidarity support for the arrested 
youngsters and to emphasis on the demand of 
the resurrection of Jallikattu in Tamil Nadu, 
students and youngsters started gathering in 
Marina beach on January 17, 2017. Slowly the 
momentum increased and the group swelled for 
the night thus officially commencing the historic 
'Makkal Movement' (people movement).

The protests erupted across other major cities 
Salem,Erode, Coimbatore,Nagercoil, 
Thiruchrapalli, and Pudhuchery, where masses of 
students boycotted colleges, the IT corridors ( a 
stretch of more than 21 kms, home to many 
IT/ITES companies in Chennai, in Old 
Mahabalipuram Road) rang with protest slogans 
rather than process metrics, with even civic 
societies jumping in to show solidarity. 



The bulls not only crashed gates, but thrashed out caste divisions, creed and status quo bringing the true
meaning of democracy – the laws of the land are for the people and any slight to them will not be taken
lightly.

Unlike any other revolution, this Makkal 
movement had beautiful memories for everyone 
- school girl brought in five biscuit packets for 
their annas and akkas (brothers / sisters in tamil), 
auto drivers transported people to Marina beach 
for free, women slept under the stars without 
fear, all the ancient, lost dance forms and 
traditions came out alive in the night to perform.  
When the police switched off the street lights in 
the Marina Beach at night, the magical response 
from the people were a blazing sea of mobile 
phone lights. 

It was heartening to see the protestors making a 
clearing amidst the crowd for Muslim students to 
do their timely prayers, and to see everyone 
clearing the debris and regulating traffic, and 
sharing food with the cops. Every single thing 
about the protest gives us goosebumps as we 
remember the great movement.

More than anything else, this protest established 
something unique that leaders and reformers 
tried relentlessly for years. It unified the people 
by tradition and Tamil pride was the only thought 
in every Tamilian's mind. 

Mary Sreeja
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‘When you reread a classic, you do not see more 
in the book than you did before; you see more in 
you than there was before.’ -   Cliff Fadiman

When I say I am reading a classic, people think I 
am a scholar material or I am being pompous. But 
rereading a classic is synonymous to an adventure 
– it thrills you, it twirls your senses, makes you 
feel that you are reading a part that just fits so 
well in your life or world as of now.

When Jane Austen was ruling the world with her 
blush and subtle love, Brontes were scaling 
heights and Dickens was chiseling an emblem for 
him, few classics went unnoticed. This month’s 
Reading lounge will feature such forgotten 
classics… I have taken a working class 
masterpiece that holds new in thought and style 
even now. The lounge will also have some 
inspirational artists who were never recognized in 
their times but are a cult history now.

Happy Reading….. ‘The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists’ tells 
the story of a group of working men who are 
joined one day by Frank Owen, a journeyman-
prophet with a vision of a just society.
The conversation flits from subject to subject,Writing a book is hard work… introducing novel 

style and plot makes it harder… but the hardest 

part comes in when you witness the inequalities 

of the society and you know deep down, the 

book may be great but it will never surface in the 

popular charts of your time. But that’s how great 

and influential writers are born, who write for 

their ideas and passions.

‘The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists’ is such a 

read. With a sustained attack on capitalism and 

harboring a strong critique of Edwardian 

England's social inequality, the book is a 

masterpiece of wit and political passion and one 

of the most authentic novels of the English 

working class life ever written.

Forgotten Classics

The ragged trousered philanthropists
– Robert Tressell (1914)

ill-informed but lively, the talk at any working-
class meal break – or middle-class dinner party 
and the subject shifts paradigm to the all-
consuming poverty. As usual everybody has a 
theory of why poverty prevails – they blame on 
overpopulation, alcohol issues, education and 
few are even philosophical that ‘rich and poor’ 
are society constants.

But Frank Owen intervenes with a new counter 
theory - Poverty is caused by Money. Was he 
mentally deranged? Owen set out to prove his 
point through one of the greatest passages of 
comic political writing in English literature ‘The 
Great Money Trick’. 
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The Outlander – El Greco

The Primitive – Paul Gauguin
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El Greco is a legend in the art world. But during 
his lifetime, his unconventional artistic beliefs 
such as his dismissal of Michelangelo’s technique 
and acceptance of dramatic and expressionistic 
style was met with puzzlement by his 
contemporaries, but found appreciation in the 
20th century. He was so beyond his times that 
scholars still do not know how to properly define 
his style, which is a rich blend of Byzantine and 
Western influences. El Greco is regarded as a 
precursor of both Expressionism and Cubism.

Poverty became Paul Gauguin’s reality. He lost 
hisfavorite daughter Aline to pneumonia and 
Clovis,his son, died from a blood infection. 
Gauguin’sescapades were far more exotic than 
his peers which eventually landed him in French 
Polynesia.

There, he produced masterpieces like ‘Spirit of 
the Dead Watching,’ which largely inspired 
Primitivism – an important art movement of the 
19th century. After many years of poverty and 
sickness, Gauguin died from heart failure, alone
and unaware of the mark his art would later 
make on the 20th century.

Through practical incidents, Owen proves that 
greed and dishonesty of the capitalist system and 
our political quietism is the reason behind 
poverty in the working class. The book clearly 
indicates the 'philanthropy' of the working class, 
who toil solely for the benefit of their masters.

Tressell, a house painter never lived to see his 
book in print; he died of tuberculosis in 1911, 
aged forty.

‘Poverty is not caused by men and women getting 
married; it's not caused by machinery; it's not 
caused by ‘over-production’; it's not caused by 
drink or laziness; and it's not caused by "over-
population’. It's caused by Private Monopoly.’



Sreeja Venkateshwaran
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The Rebel - Edouard Manet

Manet was probably the most frustrated artist 
for not receiving recognition. We can see him 
rebel in works like ‘Olympia’ and ‘The Luncheon 
on the Grass’ where he turned conservative 
French society topsy-turvy with the bold use of 
nudity. Rejected by the Salon, and later excluded 
from the International exhibition of 1867, Manet 
then set up his own exhibition that earned poor 
reviews from the major critics. In present day he 
is regarded as a pivotal figure in the transition 
from Realism to Impressionism.  
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